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Abstract— Solid State drives are currently used in market
for data storage. These SSD drives are performing higher
than conventional hard disks which are electro mechanical
in nature. In order to know performance of a SSD, we must
understand the working of a NAND Flash which forms the
base of the pen drives and SSD. Once we know about all
the above, we will have clear idea about the limitations of
SSD drive and the increment of its write performance.

but with the added twist of a floating gate that is not
electrically connected to anything. Because of the extreme
thinness of the dielectric layer beneath the floating gate,
appropriate voltage levels across the floating gate can
energize electrons enough that they pass through the
floating gate and so gets trapped while writing or
programming, or move out of the floating gate (erasing).
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1. Introduction
The SSD drives which are made up of mostly flash
memory is most faster than all other Electro mechanical
devices. Flash memory may be made up of NAND Gate
and NOR Gate where NOR based Flash devices are not
widely as they are unstable. These drives have limitations
which do not allow us to use the full performance of the
SSD drives. It is already clearly observed that the SSD
drives have a limited P/E cycle which when exceeds
damages the FLASH cell. A FLASH cell can be only
programmed only after an erase operation. Due to this there
is a Lag in write operation than the read. Hence read is
faster than write in SSD. There are numerous ways to
match the write performance with that of read.

2. Solid State Drives
A SSD drives has no macroscopic moving parts that
wear out and limit performance. D-RAM type of memory
with power backup as Solid state storage devices connected
to Li batteries or external input power and backup drives
have been used for decades and has some good
performance, though extremely high cost per bits has made
these to slow to gain market sales. Without backup power
or batteries, the data is lost if power is lost.
2.1 Flash Memory
A single flash memory storage cell is based on the same
kind of transistor used in modern digital integrated circuits,

Fig.1: Flash memory and its operations
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2.2 Flash memory –Wear out

2.4 SLC VS MLC VS TLC as Explained with Glass of
Water

The movement of the energetic electrons across the
dielectric layer slowly damages this layer. The
compensation attains a position where the suspended gate
can no longer grasp an indict, or the electrons cannot shift
crosswise the blockade at the planned rate. This causes the
phenomenon called carry. Flash memories can only support
a certain number of write and erase cycles before the cells
‗wear out.‘ When a cell wears out, it can no longer be used
to reliably store data.
2.3 Flash memory –SLC, MLC
SLC- A single cell represents one bit of data. An erased
cell represents a ‗1‘ state, and a cell programmed with the
appropriate charge trapped in the floating gate represents a
‗0‘ state. MLC - In the relentless march to improve
densities and reduce cost, engineers found that they could
store multiple charge levels in the floating gate. Today,
commercially available parts can store four different charge
levels in one cell, allowing the cell to store two or more
bits of data.
SLC

MLC

TLC

Bits per cycle

1

2

1

P/E cylces

100000

3000

1000

Read Time

25 µs

50 µs

~75 µs

Program Time

200-300 µs

600-900 µs

~900-1350 µs

Erase Time

1.5-2 ms

3 ms

4.5 ms

The glass of water analogy show the advantages of SLC
NAND Flash over MLC NAND Flash. When the glass is
empty and full it‘s easier to read the correct fill status in
SLC NAND Flash. In MLC NAND Flash it is difficult to
read the fill status, when a glass is partially full, taking
more time and energy.

3. Increase Performance And Reliability
Proprietary mixes of algorithms for managing wear,
write allocation, data mapping, erase-ahead, garbage
collection, all of which affect performance and wear life
under different types of workloads and write size mixes.

4. Existing Methods: Over Provisioning Metho
All SSD‘s uses NAND flash as the storage medium
which retains memory even without power. NAND flash
memory cannot be overwritten, NAND must erase before it
can write, and then can be rewritten. It puts the NAND
flash cells to the background process to clear them.
Essentially, there is never READ goes to those cells then it
prepare those NAND cells for WRITE. It refers as the Over
Provisioned; SSD has to write so much of data before they
go to erase NAND flash cells. By UNMAP these blocks;
we add cells to OP area of the drive, it gives the higher
WRITE performance until all NAND cells has been written.

Higher density/Lower cost
Higher performance & endurance
Fig.2: Performance of Flash memory
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Fig.3: States of SLC,MLC,TLC

Fig.4: Allocation of NAND flash memory
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Here, UNMAP/TRIM takes the previously mapped
LBAs that map to the NAND flash go to the mapping table
and check for the blocks where it is associated and reads
those blocks. There is no location awareness (any NAND
cells can be associated with any LBA). They keep on doing
changes in mapping table and cycle the NAND cells and
keep writing on same cells Over-provisioning is a
technique to improve the WRITE performance of an SSD
by increasing the size of its reserved space. If an SSD is
new then the entire flash memory is in free pool. If host
WRITE comes then drive allocates the enough memory to
write. With higher random write access, NAND cells and
blocks are written to more frequently and reclaimed in the
background through erase process. Without this activity,
the SSD cannot service host WRITES efficiently. SSD
drives have over provisioned area but it is small in size. As
soon as write request comes from the host, it writes to the
entire block contain the memory location but must be
erased before that location can be written again. Hence,
next time when host write comes then it has to wait unless
erase is not done which cause the WRITE performance to
be slow. Now, Read/Modify/Write cycle in order to be
completed before WRITE operation completes.
Typically, SSD drives are Over Provisioned to some
percentage. Host is not able to see this area. The OP
operations take the number of NAND cells that are
associated with LBA locations and disconnects and when
you read those LBAs, it goes to the SSD lookup tables and
doesn‘t find any mapping and return wherever they want to
return. It puts the NAND flash cells to the background
process to clear them. Essentially, there is never READ
goes to those cells then it prepare those NAND cells for
and returned to the free pool (where they will be erased
until such that they are ready to be used again).
To enhance the WRITE performance the new OPO bit is
introduced. OPO will be done for only first time during
configuration of LUN. Here, we instruct controller that
when SSD is present that supports TRIM/UNMAP with
any capacity, the controller will kick off a small RPI while
the configuration command is running; it will
TRIM/UNMAP the entire drive. TRIM/UNMAP command
will wipe out/erase the entire drive. The ―set configuration‖
command won‘t be completed till the UNMAP command
is successful, (the volume will not be OFFLINE as RPI
because it is not created). Here, UNMAP takes the
previously mapped LBAs that map to the NAND flash go
to the mapping table and check for the blocks where it is
associated and reads those blocks. There is no location
awareness (any NAND cells can be associated with any
LBA). They keep on doing changes in mapping table and
cycle the NAND cells and keep writing on same cells.
WRITE - It refers as the Over Provisioned; SSD has to
write so much of data before they go to erase NAND flash
cells. By UNMAP these blocks; we add cells to OP area of
the drive, it gives the higher WRITE performance until all

NAND cells has been written. An SSD puts newly received
data into freshly allocated space in the pool of freeflash.
When this happens, old flash blocks that has the stale junk
data are considered as invalid

5. Problems of Opo
The write performance is lower than that of read This is
due to the extra erase and program process that is carried
out by the NAND Flash. Even by using its slower because
it works only with small data transfer .With large data
movement, when all the reserved area is filled with data
then again the write process will be slow

6. Implementation: Erase All Blocks During
Portioning
As we have earlier seen we are still using the same
principles of Over-provisioning. The area of the erase
process is already known from the existing one. The write
process of the data is as same as the OPO. In order to write
or read data we have to create a partition within the drive,
Consider we are going to create a partition with 15 blocks
As soon as we get the request to create the partition we will
specify the start and end block. Once the start and end
blocks are specified, instead of creating the partition the
TRIM command must be initiated to these blocks. The
TRIM command will erase all the specified blocks. Only
after all the block are erased the partition is created and
presented to the operating system. The Reserved area will
be always erased if data is not there (we have already seen
before) and no partition cannot be created on reserved area.

7. Results
As for the first time the data is directly written without
any erase process the write performance is very high. This
can be compared with the drives that does not have a Over
provisioning area and drives which has it. Anyhow, Our
implementation is aimed only at first time very large data
movement. So from second write, it will use the existing
model of Over-provisioning process.

8. Conclusion
By using this process, the data transfer for the first time
can be improved upto 50% as we all the erase process is
avoided. This method helps during up-gradation of
hardware and also during large data movement.
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